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Anne is a courageous, committed and strategic leader with a track record of leading
high performing teams to streamline business processes and turn around failing programs.
She applies her deep knowledge and experience in Program Management, Cyber Security, SDLC, ITSM, Lean
Operational Excellence, Agile and Organisational Change to deliver Business, Cultural, and Technology
Transformations at scale.
Dedicated to continuous learning and research Anne is co-founder of Women in Cyber Security (Wicys) Australia, a
member of the NSW School of Engineering & Information Technology (SEIT) External Advisory Committee, an active
contributor to the development of technical research papers and conference presenter for the International Academy,
Research and Industry Association (IARIA). Topics include: Four testing types core to informed ICT governance for
cyber-resilient systems; How much cyber security is enough; Most Essential of Eight; and Explainable AI.

Projects and Areas of Interest
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Explainable AI
Cyber Security, Resilience, and Anti-Fragility
Cyber Anti-Fragility through Explainable AI

Machine Learning

Field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being programmed.
(Arthur Samuel 1959)

Well-posed learning problem
A computer program is said to ‘learn’ from experience E
with respect to some task T and some performance measure M,
if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with experience E.
(Tom Mitchel 1998)
Narrow AI
Machines are good at learning a narrow task
Consumer internet
Google
Self driving car
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General AI
Good at multiple things
Science Fiction
Take over the world

([19])

Input

AI

Output

Email

SPAM filtering

SPAM

Audio

Speech recognition

Text transcript

English

Machine translation

Chinese

Ad, user info

Online advertising

Click?

Owner’s face

Facial recognition

Unlock the iphone

Applicants financial info

Loan application risk forecasting

Will you repay the loan

Scene in front of car, lidar reading

Self driving car

Positions of other cars

Image of a product (eg. A phone)

Visual inspection

Identify manufacturing defects
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Availability of
Training Data

Speech recognition
50,000 hours of data
and transcripts
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Generalisability
across Data
Sources

Effective diagnosis
with one scanner
but not transferable
to another

Acceptance by
those affected

Change
Management
&
Explainability

([19])

Change
Management

What is in it for me (WIIFM)?

- What problem is this AI solving
- Will this help, hinder, or confuse me

How will this affect my job and those I work with?
Trustworthiness: the model acts as intended

Explainability

Causality: of relationships between variable
Transferability: model boundaries and alternative uses
Informativeness: the problem the model is solving
Confidence: stability and reliability of the model

Increased understanding
and acceptance for
stakeholders

Fairness: explainability facilitates an ethical analysis of the model
Accessibility and Interactivity: user involvement in ML model development
Privacy awareness: how data is captured and used by the ML model
Cybersecurity: identifies vulnerabilities in the ML model
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([1][21])

• Why did you do that?
•Why not something else?
•When do you succeed?
•When do you fail?
•When can I trust you?
•How do I correct an error?

What is this?

Training Data
Learning Process

Learned Function

Output
This is a cat
P=.92
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(based on [5][6])

•I understand why
•I understand why not
•I know when you’ll succeed
•I know when you’ll fail
•I know when to trust you
•I know why you erred

What is this?

Training Data
Learning Process

Learned Function

Output
This is a cat.
It has fur, whiskers,
claws, eyes like
this, &ears like this
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Explanation
Interface

(based on [5][6])

1. Explainability facilitates impartiality in decision-making by making bias, generated from the training set, transparent so
this can be corrected
2. Explainability facilitates robustness by highlighting conflicting outcomes that could destabilise the predictions and make
them unreliable.
3. Explainability can verify that only meaningful variables drive the output, providing assurance that the model’s reasoning
is solid and reliable.

“XAI will create a suite of machine learning
techniques that enables human users to
understand, appropriately trust, and
effectively manage the emerging generation
of artificially intelligent partners.”.
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(based on [1][3])

Different stakeholders have differing requirements from ML model explainability.
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Logical / linear regression
Decision tree
K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN)
Rule-based Learners
General Additive Models
Bayesian Models

if…
then…
else…

Bayesian Rule Lists
(BRL)
Decision list for the Titanic survivors. In parentheses is the 95%
credible interval for the survival probability.
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([1][15][16])

Deep Learning
Neural Network

Modified deep
learning techniques

Decision

Explanation
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This is a dog.
It is not a
wolf.
Because it
has short fur,
narrow tail,
round paws, a
rounded nose,
dark eyes and
a round rump.

([5][6][23])

Opaque Model Induction
Human-centred Explanation Interface

Natural Language
Statements
Explanation by simplification

AI

Feature relevance explanation
Local Explanations
Visual explanation, and
Architecture modification
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describe the
elements, analytics,
and context
that support a choice

Specific Cases
examples and/or
stories
that support
the choice

Visualizations
directly highlight
portions of the raw
data that support a
choice and allow
viewers to form their
own understanding

Reasons for
Rejections
of alternative choices
that argue against less
preferred answers
based on analytics,
cases, and data

([1][6]))

?

•I understand why
•I understand why not
•I know when you’ll succeed
•I know when you’ll fail
•I know when to trust you
•I know why you erred

Task or Request
Explainable ML Model

Explanation Interface
Decision /
Recommendation
+ decision
process explained,
specific cases
& reasons for
rejections

Makes recommendation,
decision, or action
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Decision

Explains & justifies the recommendation,
decision or action to the user

([5][6])

Model
Understanding

User
Satisfaction

Does the user understand
the overall model &
individual decisions, its
strengths & weakness, how
predictable is the models
decisioning, and are there
work-arounds for known
weaknesses.

Based on explanation
clarity & Helpfulness
as measured
by the user

Trustworthiness
Is the model
trustworthy and
appropriate
for future use
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Task
& Decisioning
Performance

SelfCorrectability &
Improvement

Does the AI explanation
improve the user’s decision,
Does the user understand
the AI decisioning

Does the model identifying
& correct its errors. Does it
undergo continuous
training
([6])

“Life is by definition unpredictable. It is impossible for programmers to
anticipate every problematic or surprising situation that might arise,
which means existing ML systems remain susceptible to failures as they
encounter the irregularities and unpredictability of real-world
circumstances,” Hava Siegelmann. DARPA
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What are your experiences with classic AI and explainable AI?

How have you applied explainable AI?
Where can you see explainability will increase acceptability
with your stakeholders?

email your responses to:
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Explainable AI
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